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Heavy duty rise and fall hinges. Clear and sleek indicator displays Anodised finish as standard with 
optional powder coated finishes

Easy to install fittings

Partition mounted, adjustable 
pedestal feet create floating effect

DDA Compliant indicator bolt

Optional pilaster
mounted bolt system.

To order or find out more, call us today on: 
01952 520130 or email: sales@tollgateproducts.co.uk

www.tollgateproducts.co.uk

Introducing Orbit, the revolutionary new design in washroom 
cubicles and accessories from the UK’s leading supplier.

Created and manufactured exclusively by Tollgate, the cutting-edge name in cubicle 
hardware and washroom furniture, Orbit transforms any environment into a stylish, 
sophisticated space.

The signature features in this unique design include a contrasting head rail and 
stylish elliptical pilaster, which can be lowered to floor level if required to maximise 
security and privacy for users.

Adjustable height support feet can be positioned into the base of the pilaster or 
secured to the centre of the partitions to create a floating visual appearance to the 
front of cubicles. Orbit can also incorporate a pilaster-mounted bolt system, and its 
heavy duty ‘rise and fall’ hinges, discreetly hidden behind the curved pilasters, can 
be adjusted to allow doors to fall open or closed.

Its minimalist design and sleek finish ensure Orbit is easy to clean whilst the tough, 
durable and hardwearing structure is ideal for frequent use in busy spaces. This 
versatile system can be easily adapted to suit your preferences, making it perfect for 
every kind of washroom location from restaurants and bars to exhibition centres, 
sports facilities, schools and cinemas.

Orbit is available to order in variety of finishes from standard anodised to powder 
coated, giving you even more choice to personalise the look and feel of your 
washroom environment.

This system can be used with any panel and door thickness and also allows glass 
doors to be used alongside other materials such as Solid grade Laminate.
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